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note to instructors

Enclosed are compiled materials to aid you in teaching and leading discussions 
surrounding Diana Arterian’s Playing Monster :: Seiche (1913 Press). This includes 
(among other things) supplementary and complementary texts, discussion 
questions, and writing prompts.

These are assembled in the hopes to support instructors of literature, creative 
writing, poetry, and gender studies classes.

Please do not hesitate to reach out regarding the enclosed materials and prompts 
if they went well, poorly, and/or were enhanced by your own tweaks. If you would 
like to have Diana Arterian visit your classroom in person or digitally, please 
contact her at diana@dianaarterian.com.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to 1913 Press or 
Diana directly at the following email addresses:

Sandra Doller......1913editrixes@gmail.com
Diana Arterian....diana@dianaarterian.com

Thank you for considering Playing Monster :: Seiche for your curriculum.
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complementary  
& supplementary texts
pieces, interviews, & titles worth sharing with your students

“I Go Back to May 1937” by Sharon Olds
http://bit.ly/2ikRFGl

Interview with Ross Gay by Rachel Zucker, Commonplace
http://bit.ly/2CiIOyz

Interview with Maggie Nelson, Atlas Review
http://bit.ly/2BPK639

CAConrad, Book of Frank
http://bit.ly/2Cuv0UU

Sarah Vap, Viability
http://bit.ly/2BPddmR
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conversations, interviews,  
& essays

“Poetry Can Handle This: Poetics of Radical Exposure” with Natalie Eilbert, Lit Hub
http://bit.ly/2TojazV
 
“You Can’t Yell at a Hurricane: On Narrative, Power, and Restorative Justice,”  The Poetry 
Foundation’s Harriet Blog 
https://bit.ly/2N9qwsh 
 
“The Work, the Edit, the Water: Coming to Terms with Editing Out,” The Poetry 
Foundation’s Harriet Blog 
https://bit.ly/2Tlf4II
 
“A Dialog on First Books, in Two Parts” with Andrew Wessels, Los Angeles Review of Books 
http://bit.ly/2p8OLYG 
 
“Diana Arterian in Conversation with Vi Khi Nao,” 3:AM Magazine
http://bit.ly/2jVdfmp

“Claiming the Page: Poets Diana Arterian & Sarah Vap Talk Feminist Poetry,” make/shift
http://bit.ly/1CXbIig

“20 Questions with Diana Arterian,” rob mclennan’s blog
http://bit.ly/2FyxRh7

Additional interviews and information can be found at dianaarterian.com
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“Playing Monster :: Seiche Starred Review”
in publishers weekly

Arterian weaves a family narrative of devastating clarity from letters, found text, 
memories, and more in her striking debut. At the core of the text lies the shadow 
of terror and abuse inflicted by a narcissistic and sociopathic patriarch. This 
oppression bleeds into the surroundings: the “red winds of a storm—/ desert-
shocking hail on a field” become blows against the body. These poems inhabit an 
eerie world; even in the present, the light seems to always be low, as headlights 
linger and presences loom. Unsurprisingly, the narrator’s sense of self seems 
burdened, existing precariously as a “heavy coat/ on a thin fucking hanger.” The 
text, with its found-text poems and nonlinear sense of time, could feel fragmented 
but never does, remaining instead at an emotional precipice. A threat remains; 
what if something happened to the mother figure, even though she is long rid of 
“that dangerous shadow around her”? Even at the twilight of her life, she keeps 
some things from her children: “Just say/ my mother/ won’t tell me/ everything.” 
The post-traumatic stress of a family is a complex subject that Arterian skillfully 
describes in plain language, achieving deep emotionality. 
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“Diana Arterian’s Playing Monster :: Seiche  
Is a Timely Reflection on the Impact of Abuse”
by allie rowbottom, in a women’s thing

It’s not news that Americans are moving into a cultural moment in which the 
questions, considerations and politics of abuse are taking center stage. It’s a 
discordant time: victims are coming forward and powerful men are being held 
accountable for their actions at the same time the sitting president remains, 
himself, an alleged abuser, his presence in the White House casting an exhausting 
and ominous pall over many Americans’ lives.

The topic of abuse is at once capable of generating waves of inspiration (such as 
the #metoo campaign) and panic (anytime a news alert buzzes across the surface 
of our phones). Which is perhaps why it feels so fitting for literature to step 
forward as a space in which these symptoms are performed and dissected. In this 
regard, poet Diana Arterian’s Playing Monster :: Seiche is particularly useful. The 
book, readily comparable to Maggie Nelson’s Jane: A Murder in both content and 
form, reads simultaneously like memoir, book-length poetry and mystery. At once 
ambitious and restrained, “Playing Monster” demonstrates not only Arterian’s 
lyrical range and knack for producing work with a certain epic energy, but also her 
ability to pair delicate content (in this case the trauma of domestic abuse), with a 
form expressive of its deeper energetic truth. The result is a portrait of anxiety and 
fear that is both detailed, sweeping and evocative on a micro level of the current 
cultural trauma many Americans find themselves struggling to process.
 
Early in Playing Monster :: Seiche, Arterian defines the term “seiche” as, “a 
phenomenon that occurs within a confined body of water such as a lake, sea or 
pool. Once disturbed, the enclosed water may produce a ‘seiche’ or standing wave 
that moves across its surface or, when below, between the warmer upper and colder 
lower layers. The wave does not break.” This “seiche” is, readers recognize with 
each passing page, a well-placed metaphor for the series of traumatic past events 
Arterian chronicles, their repercussions reverberating through time like ripples. At 
the heart of this trauma and its aftermath is a father character whose presence, as 
well as his absence, looms throughout, so much so that the book’s other characters 
anticipate his anger long after they have left him in Arizona for a new life in New 
York.

To keep clear her disparate locations and time periods, Arterian structures Playing 
Monster :: Seiche as a weave: bits of memory and dated diary entries chronicling 
the parents’ marriage braid in with contemporary anecdotes of threats to the 
mother character’s new home, which despite its distance from the father, remains 
tinged with anxiety, the legacy of his violence. These strands might be difficult to 
manage if Arterian didn’t pay such close attention to her form’s relationship with 
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the content it renders. In her hands, the braid framework depicts a trauma that 
evolves with its victims as they age, grow up, relocate.

But distance does little to alleviate the painful symptoms of the abuse Arterian’s 
characters have survived. In “Playing Monster” abuse is an imprint, indelible as a 
tattoo; it is also an inheritance, passed from fathers to their children. In one poem, 
Arterian describes a paternal grandfather character hitting her in the head with 
a canoe paddle, and slapping her brother in the face, evidence that he once hit 
his own son, and in so doing transformed an innocent boy into a violent man. In 
another poem, Arterian recounts a memory of an older sister character, arriving 
unexpectedly at her mother’s house one afternoon:

      She is hysterical

      My father
      held a broken spoon
      to her neck
      pressed it

      My mother urges her
      to stay – No I have
      to go back

      I can’t let him
      hurt the others

Just as the generational repetition of abuse reverberates throughout Playing 
Monster :: Seiche, so too does a child’s impulse to trade her safety for her sibling’s 
protection. Abuse and self-sacrifice are entwined, Arterian suggests:

      When they were small
      my mother and her sister
      flew up the steps
      to avoid his temper

      But he followed, once

      hounding my aunt to a room
      My mother was there

      Seeing her sister’s fear
      she said, Strike me

      and he struck
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Of this same character, now an adult woman, Arterian writes:

      you want to know why
      she stayed

      but that
      is a shapeless thing

      It holds you in
      when everything else
      is howling

Arterian builds the intensity of poems such as these to climactic points before 
offering her readers “interlude” sections consisting of found documents describing 
events near the town where the mother character moves, thousands of miles 
from her dangerous ex-husband. But even these interludes suggest a violent 
history, situated around a nearby lake, as if dark threats follow the characters, or 
are attracted to them, the unshakable aftermath of their pasts. The OR sections, 
which Arterian also employs to break up the poems depicting active violence, 
posit potential catastrophes that might befall the mother character and portray 
the catastrophic thinking and scenario building, that are hallmarks of PTSD. 
Throughout her sections, Arterian maintains a stark, borderline affectless tone, 
which not only works to perform the numbness of her trauma, but to showcase 
the beauty of her abstract poems which stand out, as if rendered in colored ink:

      What is a daughter then but clay eyes
      ice   A witness twice over
      The terror/father   Now faceless
      fires advancing

Even here, in one of the most musical of Arterian’s abstract offerings, the language 
remains restrained. It is the understated that is of interest to the poet in “Playing 
Monster,” which presents an image of abuse characterized less by the climactic 
and intensely brutal scenes readers are trained to respond to (though those exist as 
well), than the seemingly small psychological trespasses easily mistaken by friends 
or onlookers as less damaging than they truly are: the brother forced to hold the 
cicada he is scared of; the daughter punished for missing her mother; the daughter 
punished for her sister’s rebellion; the sister forced to feel responsible for her 
sister’s pain.

Generally, these moments work best when readers are privy to the children’s 
reactions to their father’s rage, or their anticipation of it; as is often the case off the 
page, it is through children that we understand the scope of fear itself, terrifying in 
the present and unforgettable in the years to come. Of that fear, Arterian writes:
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      Violence is at the heart of it
      A sure hand   all its capacity

      Violence whistles sparks   The hand
      clawing wildfire

Though the content Arterian chronicles in Playing Monster :: Seiche singes to the 
touch, she keeps clawing. The result is an examination of domestic violence and its 
aftermath that manages to capture not only the constant threat of ongoing abuse 
and the wildfire-spread of it, but the emotional scars it leaves, marks that burn 
long after the flames have died out. Sadly for Americans, these burn marks are 
inevitable. And though Arterian’s book does little to offer the hope or condolences 
that we might like, however unrealistic, to receive, it leaves something behind in 
readers long after the last page: the hope that the violent flames we are currently 
fighting, personally and collectively, might somehow lay us bare, strip away that 
which we don’t need, and leave us ready to rebuild. This is, Arterian suggests, the 
best we can hope for in the aftermath of trauma.

more reviews

Colorado Review by Claire Cronin 
https://bit.ly/2HHR80E
 
NewPages by Katy Haas 
https://bit.ly/2I4sqXP
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discussion questions

1. What are the threads in this book? Where/when is the “Playing Monster” 
section? The “Seiche” section? 

2. Why do you think the author chose to order the poems as she did? Why not 
simply put the “Playing Monster” poems first and the “Seiche” poems as a 
second part? 

3. Why bring in the “Seiche” poems at all? What does that narrative tell us that 
the “Playing Monster” poems alone cannot?  

4. What do you make of Arterian’s inclusion of other voices?—her mother’s diary, 
the words from her sister, her aunt. What does it add to the book? Why do 
you think she included them?  

5. Why does she capitalize the titles of some of the characters in the narrative (ie. 
The Gardener, The Detective)? 

6. How does Arterian describe abuse—what is her “aesthetic”? Is this impactful? 
Why or why not? 

7. Arterian describes this as a collection as “poetry of witness.” What does that 
mean? What role does witnessing play, and why? 

8. There are several pieces entitled “Interlude,” which are found-text poems from 
old newspaper articles. What is their role, do you think? Why did Arterian 
add them? 

9. Arterian includes epigraphs from Wittgenstein and Barthes. What is their 
implication? What of “objects” Wittgenstein describes, and the “bitterness” of 
“images” of Barthes? 

10. Considering how painful it can be to read a collection regarding abuse of 
children, stalkers, dread—does it seem “worth it”? Why or why not? 
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writing assignment one
in-class assignment/follow-up assignment

Consider a specific place you have lived, or has defined your life in some way.  
Freewrite about the place for 3 minutes with the following questions, each (given 
by the instructor):

1. What are the feelings that come up when you think of this place?

2.  What are some of the defining events you experienced, or that have  
     informed you that are connected here?

3.  What are the ghosts of this place? Do you know? What do you think  
     they might be?

Do some preliminary research on the place—see what took place there 100 years 
ago, 10 days ago. Perhaps there is an environmental structure that has some 
import (a mountain, a pond). See what you can find in the local news archives 
about the environment as well as the locale—and perhaps use lines from those 
articles to create found-text poems. This can be in conjunction with unique pieces 
of your own writing.
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writing assignment two
extended assignment

For this assignment, write 10-15 poems (hybrid, prose poems, lineated verse) 
regarding two periods of your life, while not necessarily explicitly connected, that 
feel somehat linked. This may be based on a place (returning home) or a feeling 
(heartbreak). Write out five or so vignettes for each of these two periods in 
narrative order—then interweave them. Try something simple at first with a poem 
from the first batch, then the second (1/2/1/2/1/2), or shuffle a bit and see how a 
different order feels (1/2/2/1/2/1/1). Once you’ve organized the pieces in an order 
that allows them to vibrate well, see what lines you can add to make the weaving 
stronger/tighter.

the following strategies are required for this assignment:

- narrative 

- proactive organization

consider using the following strategies:

- quotation 

- repetition

- metaphor

- tense and/or tone shift to differentiate the threads
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writing assignment three
in-class assignment

Early on in her book Arterian describes a moment of interaction with her father, 
in which he calls for her to “just look // and remember—remember / for the rest of your 
life” (page 2).  What directives have you received that have defined your outlook 
on life, a relationship, who you are—that you can remember? 

1. Freewrite about that moment for 3 minutes—or perhaps a moment that  
    might as well have happened, even if not explicitly spoken or contained  
    to a single exchange. 

2. Freewrite for another 3 minutes about why this felt so defining to this  
    relationship and/or who you are.

3. Review what you have written and mark the thoughts, lines, images,  
    and turns of phrase that stick out to you—what you feel is the 
    beginning of something. If it feels exciting to you, try to have a line act  
    as a starting point for several connected pieces, or incorporate all the  
    lines into a single piece. 


